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The BPFC programme is
unique as it puts teams of
government practitioners
at the centre stage of PFM
reforms - as solutions are
best developed by officials
who have a deep
understanding of their local
context.

- Soonsyra Lowe Nicolas
Acting Executive Secretary,
CABRI

CABRI's Building Public Finance
Capabilities (BPFC) Programme 2023

The BPFC programme is a 12-month action-learning
programme aimed to solve local public finance problems.

It takes the view that Public Financial Management (PFM)
does not lend itself to a one-size-fits-all approach and that
beyond the technical fixes, sustainable PFM reforms require
the careful management of political and administrative
constraints, together with a deep understanding of the local
context.

The BPFC programme emphasises principles, such as country
ownership, by relying on local solutions to local problems,
experimentation by promoting an iterative and adaptive
approach, and multi-stakeholder engagement by supporting
diffusion and coordination within administrations.



Local teams take 
ownership of reforms

Government
officials are best

placed to carry out
reforms

 as they understand
their local context

and are able to
mobilise support.

Try, learn, iterate, 
adapt

Reforms require
constant review of

what is and isn’t
working and adaption
of plans as new non-
technical aspects are

uncovered. 
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The Problem-Driven Iterative Adaptation (PDIA) Approach
The BPFC programme applies the PDIA approach, which is based on the following principles:

 

Local solutions
 for local problems

Locally nominat ed
problems draw attention

to the need 
for change 

and facilitate
the development of
context-appropriate

reforms. 
 

Pushing positive
 deviance

Create environments
across organisations

that encourage
experimentation and

positive deviance.

Scale through diffusion

Engage stakeholders
across sectors and
organisations who
ensure reforms are

viable, legitimate and
relevant.



Structure of the programme :
The programme structure facilitates officials’ practical and experimental learning to solve complex public finance
problems. Throughout the programme, a dedicated CABRI coach provides support and expertise to the team.
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Application
process

[5 weeks]

Officials from finance
and other ministries in

Africa are invited to
apply to the programme
and identify a pressing
country-specific public

finance problem and
the team members that
will work on solving the

problem.
 

Online course
[5 weeks]

The online training
course introduces
teams to the PDIA

approach using video
lectures, readings,

assignments, reflection
exercises and peer

interactions.
 

Framing
Workshop

[5 days]

Teams come together at
the framing workshop
to: (i) frame the public

finance problem; (ii)
identify its causes and
sub-causes using and

(iii) identify the
immediate steps that
they will take to start
solving the problem.

 

Action-learning
period

[About 30 weeks]

Country teams engage in regular
learning iterations focused on

practically solving the problem. This
includes: (i) gathering and analysing
data; (ii) consulting key stakeholders

to gain new perspectives on the
problem and political and

administrative support for the
team’s work and (iii) holding regular

team meetings to share progress,
challenges, insights, clarify

objectives and agree on next steps.
 

Review
Workshops
[2-3 days]

Throughout the programme, teams
attend two Review Workshops to

share progress, new learnings,
relevant case studies and determine
objectives and steps. At the end of

the programme, participants receive
a certificate of completion and

remain connected to a network of
BPFC fellows. 

 

Continued
engagement

Teams continue working
towards solving their

problems and
determine the extent of
further CABRI support

going forward.
 



Programme requirements
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The BPFC programme is
designed for public

officials who are
committed to driving
change within their -

ministries and beyond. 

Countries join the
programme by: 

 
• Completing the BPFC

application form signed by
an authoriser (a Minister(s)

or Permanent Secretary)
 

• Nominating a pressing
public finance problem that

requires action (see
problem areas on P.5)

 
• Nominating a team of six

officials to tackle the
problem.

Have knowledge and
expertise about the

problem and can
contribute its resolution.

Can dedicate an average
of five hours a week to

the programme, through
the 12 months period.

Country teams are
composed of six public

officials who: 
 

 
·Are from directorates

relevant to the problem (in
the ministry of finance

and/or a sector ministry or
government agency).

 

 



Problem areas
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Debt, cash and
liquidity management

The war in Ukraine, rising interest rates and
lockdowns in China, are all weighing on global
growth. This has resulted in higher budget
deficits and interest costs and the further
depreciation of local currencies in many African
economies, already crippled with high debt
levels. 

The effective management of debt and cash will
be critical to ensure governments are able to
meet their extended debt obligations and deal
with the heightened volatility in revenue and
expenditure.

Target audience: ministries of finance (treasury
and debt offices)

Capital spending

Capital spending is a key means for
governments to fulfil social and economic
development objectives. Yet, across Africa,
weak integration of capital spending in the
budget and systemically low execution rates
are common. As a result, countries often face
significant delays in the completion of
projects, which comes at an increased cost to
the fiscus.

The capabilities of ministries of finance to
execute capital spending effectively and
efficiently will be key to achieving sustainable
economic growth in the long run. 

Target audience: ministries of finance,
planning, public works, other sector
ministries.
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Some highlights from the programme



What BPFC participants say ...
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  Activity

  

 
  Tentative dates

  

 

  Deadline for countries to apply to the programme 
  

 
  7 April 2023

  

 
  Official launch [virtual]

  

 
  24 April 2023

  

 
  Online course [virtual]

  

 
  8 May – 9 June 2023

  

 
  Framing workshop [in-person]

  

 
  20-24 of June 2023

  

 

  Action-learning & country visits
  

 

  June 2023 – April 2024
  

 
  Mid-term review workshop [online]

  

 

  30-31 August 2023
  

 
  Progress review workshop [in-person]

  

 

  6-7 March 2024
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Web page: https://www.cabri-sbo.org/en/bpfmc-
programme

 Email: building.capabilities@cabri-sbo.org 

 

The BPFC programme is funded with the kind support
of the African Development Bank

 

CABRI, 2023

https://www.cabri-sbo.org/en/bpfmc-programme
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